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Let T. de late a binary tree with n terminal nodes V = {u,, . . . , u,} and let f, denote the path 
length from the root to 0,. Consider a set of nonnegative numbers W = {w,, . . . , w,} and for a 
permutation wof {l, . . . , n} to 11, , . . , n}, associate the weight w, to the node u,,,,,. The cost of 
T, is define 1 a5 C(T, 1 W) = Mitt, x;=, wJ,,~,,. 
A Huffman tree H, is a Gary tree wh:ch minimizes C(T, 1 W) over all possible T,,. In this 
note, we give an explicit expression for C(H” I W) when W assumes the form: w, = k for 
i=l,..., n-m; w,=xfori=n-m+l,..., n. This simplifies and generalizes arlier esults in 
the literature. 
a, Introducllon 
Let T, denote a binary tree (see [4J for notation) with n terminal nodes 
v = (q, . I . 0,) and let 1, denote the path length of 4, We associate a set W of 
weights wit% the terminal nodes and define the cost of T, given W as 
C(‘Tj, 1 W) = Min i w,1*(,,. 
II 1s; 
We also defdne C*(W) to be the minimum cost over all TN, 
HuiIman [2] gave a simple and elegant procedure for constructing a tree f-f,,, 
called a Huflman tree, with C*(W) = C(H, 1 W). However, C*(W) as a function of 
W alone is only known in the following cases: 
(i) w,=k for i=l,...,n [6]. 
(ii) W, = kw’, wf 1, for i = 1, . . . , n [3]. 
(iii) wr = ki for i = 1,. . . , n [$I. 
In this note we give an explicit expression (obtainable in constant ime) for 
C*(W) when 
(iv) w,=k for i=l,.,., n-m; w,=x for i=n-m-l-l,..., n. 
A special case of (iv) in which 1p1 =n - 1 has been studied in [5,7] with respect 
to a group-testing problem. 
Define a balanced tree to be a binary tree such that the path length of any two 
terminal nodes can differ by at most one. Without loss of generality, assume 
WI CwzS .’ n s w,,. We quote several known results. 
Lemma 1 (Huffman [2]). w1 <w, implies that Ii 2 f, in Q Huffman tree. Wi = wi 
implies rhaf IIt - f, 1 s: 1 in a Ifujjhan tree. 
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An immediate constiquence of Lemma 1 is 
Lemma 2. w, + w2> w, implies that a Elufman tree must be a balanced tree. 
Lemma 3 (Gilbert and Moore [l]). Cr= 1 Z-l*= 1 for any 7”. 
The Huffman free H, is constructed as follows. We start at stage n with the set 
W of n weights, At stage s, we have a set of s weights which is obtained from the 
s + 1 weights at stage s f 1 by combining the two smallest weights into one (their 
sum is the new weight). Let W(s) denote the set of weights at stage s and 1 W(s)1 
the cardinality of W(s). The ctitical stage s’ is defined as the largest stage s in 
which the sum of the two smallest weights in W(s) exceeds the largest weight in 
W(s). 
Suppose that W consists of n - m weights of value one and m weights of value 
x b 1. Let p and q bt: two nonnegative integers such that 
I W( s’,l = 2p f q, 2p c q. 
Define 
u = Min( m, 2p - q), 
r=logz(, 
and 
y=2”+1 +E$ ( ) -n+m. 
Theorem 
Proof. From Lemma 2, we may assume that a Huffman tree for W(s’) is a 
balanced tree. Therefore it has 2p--q paths of length p and 2q paths of length 
p + 1. From Lemma 1, the m weights of value x should be associated with the m 
nodes with the smallest I. Therefore, these m weights are associated with u paths 
of length p and rn - u paths of length p + l_ 
Let H,, be a HuSman tree for W. From Lemma 1, the path lengths of any two 
weights of value one cannot differ by more than one in H,. ‘therefore, we may 
assume that there exists a nonnegative :‘nteger such that y wt ights of value one 
are associated with paths of length I‘ and n-m-y paths of value one are 
associated with paths of length r + 1. Frjrn Lemma 3, 
y+n-m-y+ If +??I--u 1 
ar 2'41 
2;; 
-= 2~41 - 
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It follows tbilt 
or 
n-m m-u n-m ____a 1__!K__-_+- 
3’ ‘2 P 2P+1 2 r-l-1 7 LI 
Furthermore, solving for y in the equation, we obtain 
y = 2’+1 1 _.;-E.zg ( ) -n+m. 
Using the definition of C(H,, 1 W), we obtain our Theorem. 
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